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Abstract. Estimating the selectivity of a simple path expression (SPE )
is essential for selecting the most eÆcient evaluation plans for XML
queries. To estimate selectivity, we need an eÆcient and exible structure
to store a summary of the path expressions that are present in an XML
document collection. In this paper we propose a new structure called
SF-Tree to address the selectivity estimation problem. SF-Tree provides
a exible way for the users to choose among accuracy, space requirement
and selectivity retrieval speed. It makes use of signature �les to store the
SPEs in a tree form to increase the selectivity retrieval speed and the
accuracy of the retrieved selectivity. Our analysis shows that the prob-
ability that a selectivity estimation error occurs decreases exponentially
with respect to the error size.
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1 Introduction

Extensible Markup Language (XML) [15] is becoming the standard of in-
formation exchange over the Internet. The standardized and self-describing
properties of XML documents make them ideal for information exchange.
An XML document can be regarded as a textual representation of a di-
rected graph called data graph that consists of information items such as
elements and attributes. Figure 1 shows an XML document representing
an invoice and its data graph. Each node in the graph corresponds to an
information item, and the edges represent the nesting relationships be-
tween the information items. Each information item has a tag (or label,
name) that describes its semantics. If we ignore the IDREFs, a data graph
is a tree.
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buyer seller products

product product product

namename

invoice

root

<invoice date="1/7/2002">
   <buyer><name>ABC Corp.</name></buyer>
   <seller><name>D.com</name></seller>
   <products>
      <product>TV</product>
      <product>VCD player</product>
      <product>VCR</product>
   </products>
</invoice>

(b) The corresponding data graph(a) An XML invoice

@date

Fig. 1. An XML invoice and its data graph

FOR $i IN document("*")//supermarket/product

$j IN document("*")//store/product

WHERE $i/text()=$j/text()

RETURN <diff> $i/price - $j/price </diff>

Fig. 2. An example query to an eMarket Web site

In addition to texts, structures of XML documents (i.e., how the in-
formation items nest each other) also carry information. To extract use-
ful information out of XML documents, we need query languages such
as XQuery [17] and XPath [16] that allow users to query the structures
of XML documents. Figure 2 shows an example XQuery that queries an
XML-based eMarket Web site that stores the information of the products
sold in supermarkets or stores. It calculates the price di�erences of any
products between a supermarket and a store. There are di�erent ways (or
evaluation plans) to evaluate the previous query. For example, we may
�rst �nd out a list of all the products that are sold in supermarkets by
using a path index, and then verify if those products are also sold in any
stores by navigating the XML documents. Alternatively, we may �rst �nd
out all the products that are sold in the stores. The only di�erence be-
tween the previous two evaluation plans is the order of evaluating the path
expressions \//supermarket/product" and \//store/product". To in-
crease the query processing eÆciency, we should �rst evaluate the path
expression that returns fewer elements. In this case, most of the irrelevant
elements are �ltered out by eÆcient path indices resulting in less amount
of navigation, and hence better eÆciency. Thus, in order to choose an
eÆcient evaluation plan, we have to eÆciently retrieve the counts (or,
selectivities) of elements that are returned by any path expressions. Our
focus in this paper is on estimating the selectivities of simple path expres-

sions (SPEs). An SPE queries the structure of an XML document. It is
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denoted by a sequence of tags \//t1/t2/� � � /tn" that represents a navi-
gation through the structure of an XML document. The navigation may
start anywhere in the document but each transition goes from a parent to
a child. An SPE returns all the information items tn that can be reached
by the navigation speci�ed in it. The selectivity �(p) of an SPE p is the
number of information items that the SPE returns.

1.1 Related Work

To get the selectivities of SPEs, we need some data structures to store
the statistics of an XML document. There are di�erent approaches to
storing those statistics [1, 5, 9{12], but they all su�er from various draw-
backs. Path indices like path tree [1], 1-index [8], and DataGuide [5] are
automata that can recognize all absolute path expressions (APEs) of an
XML document. A path tree has a similar structure as a data graph ex-
cept that siblings with the same name are coalesced into a node. Hence if
we combine the three \product" nodes in Figure 1 into one, it becomes
the path tree for our invoice. We can associate the selectivities of APEs
to their corresponding states in the automaton. However, in these struc-
tures we need a full walk of the automaton to retrieve the selectivity of
an SPE since an SPE can start anywhere. If the document is very com-
plex or has an irregular structure (e.g., consider XML documents that
are collected from various data sources), the automata is large and hence
the full walk is ineÆcient. An eÆcient way to store the statistics is to use
structures such as suÆx tries [2] and hash tables [7] to store the associa-
tion between SPEs and selectivity counts. However, suÆx tries and hash
tables require a large amount of space and they will be too large to be
stored and accessed eÆciently for complex documents.

Many researchers observe that exact selectivities are usually not re-
quired [1, 2, 9, 11, 12]. Thus they propose approximate structures to esti-

mate the selectivities in order to increase the space and time eÆciency.
However, none of these approaches provide any accuracy guarantees to
the retrieved selectivities.

1.2 Contributions

This paper proposes a new data structure called SF-Tree that eÆciently
stores the counts/selectivities of all SPEs in an XML document. In an
SF-Tree SPEs are grouped by their selectivities. Thus the selectivity of
an SPE can be found by �nding to which group the SPE belongs. In order
to increase the accuracy and eÆciency of retrieving a selectivity, we use
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signature �les to summarize the groups and organize them in form of a
tree. We will show in this paper that using SF-Tree for estimating XML
SPE selectivity is:

{ eÆcient. We have a large speed up in selectivity estimation time over
path trees. Our analysis shows that the selectivity estimation time is
independent of data size. Thus SF-Tree is especially eÆcient compared
with other structures such as path tree and suÆx trie when the data
is complex.

{ accurate. Although SF-Tree does not always return exact selectivities,
we have a tight statistical accuracy guarantee on the retrieved selectiv-
ities. This guarantee, which bounds the probability for an SF-Tree to
report an incorrect selectivity, makes SF-Tree superior to all previous
approaches that use approximate structures to estimate selectivities.
We will show in our analysis and experiments that SF-Tree returns
exact selectivity in most cases.

{ exible. By using di�erent parameters, SF-Tree allows easy tradeo�s
among space, time, and accuracy requirements. Moreover, SF-Tree can
be workload-adaptable, and hence we can optimize our performance for
answering frequently asked queries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
basic structure of an SF-Tree and analyzes the properties of SF-Trees.
Various forms of SF-Trees are discussed in Section 3. The performance of
SF-Trees is evaluated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 SF-Tree

In this section we describe and analyze the structure of an SF-Tree. In
an SF-Tree all SPEs in the documents are grouped into disjoint groups
such that the SPEs in each group have the same selectivity1. Thus, we
can �nd the selectivity of an SPE by �nding to which group it belongs.
Basically, SF-Tree is a tree structure that stores this grouping information
eÆciently and accurately. By eÆciently we mean that SF-Trees take a
small amount of space while supporting eÆcient retrieval. By accurately
we mean that SF-Trees provide a statistical accuracy guarantee on the
estimated selectivity.

1 We can extend the idea of SF-Tree so that each group contains SPEs that have the
same quantized selectivity. i.e., each group represents a range of selectivities.
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2.1 Signature File

Before discussing the structure of an SF-Tree, let us �rst review a key
technique in SF-Tree called signature �le [4]. A signature �le F is a bit
vector that summarizes a set D of keywords (SPEs in our case) so that
the existence of a keyword pquery in D can be checked eÆciently. To create
F , every keyword p in D is mapped by a hash function h() into m bit
positions and these bits are set to \1". To check the existence of a keyword
pquery in D, we can check the m bit positions of h(pquery). If any of those
bits is \0", pquery is de�nitely not in D. If all those bits are \1", pquery is
very likely to be in D. However, there is a chance that those bits might
be set by a combination of other keywords. In this case a false drop

occurs and the probability for this to happen is called false drop rate.
According to the analysis in [4], in order to minimize the false drop rate
in a given space budget of jF j bits, F , D, and m should be related by
jF j = mjDj= ln 2. With this condition, the false drop rate is 1=2m.

2.2 Structure of SF-Tree

An SF-Tree leaf node contains a signature �le [4] that summarizes a group
of SPEs with the same selectivity. The signature �le in an internal node
summarizes all SPEs in its descendant leaf nodes. The use of signature
�les increase the eÆciency of storing the groups and determining whether
an SPE is in a group. Figure 3 shows two example SF-Trees built from
our invoice document. To retrieve the selectivity �(p) of an SPE p from
an SF-Tree, we navigate from the root through all the internal nodes
containing p to the leaf node that contains p. A node n contains an SPE
p if p is in the group D of SPEs that are summarized by the node. Since
every SPE has one and only one selectivity, p is contained in only one
SF-Tree leaf node and all of its ancestors. However, since the SPEs in
a group are summarized by a signature �le, a node n may falsely report
that it contains p. Therefore, this navigation may reach more than one leaf
nodes though the probability is small. In this case a range of selectivities
that can cover all the leaf nodes that contains p is reported because we
cannot distinguish a false drop leaf node from a correct leaf node.

There are di�erent types of SF-Trees because we impose no con-
straints on how the internal nodes are nested. Figure 3 shows two dif-
ferent SF-Trees. In the �gure, gk represents a group of SPEs that have a
selectivity count of k. The selectivities of the SPEs are shown in Table 1.
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2.3 Analysis on SF-Tree

We used perfect SF-Tree in our analysis but we can extend our analysis
to other types of SF-Trees by similar arguments. A perfect SF-Tree has
a form of a perfect binary tree and its leaves are ordered by their as-
sociated selectivities. We analyze the accuracy, selectivity retrieval time
and storage requirements of SF-Tree in this section. You may refer to our
technical report [6] for the proofs to the lemmas.

Accuracy An error on the retrieved selectivity �(p) occurs only when
the retrieval algorithm reaches a leaf node nf that falsely reports that it
contains p. For this to happen, the ancestors of nf must either have false
drops or contain p. The following lemmas showed that either it is unlikely
to occur or the error size is small.

Lemma 1. Let p� be an SPE query that does not appear in the document,

d be the depth of a perfect SF-Tree T , and m be the number of bit positions
in a signature �le an SPE is mapped to. The probability �� for an error

to occur in the estimated selectivity for a negative query p� in a perfect

SF-Tree is smaller than 1=2d(m�1).

Lemma 2. Let p+ be an SPE query that appears in the document, np
be the leaf node that contains p+, nf be a false drop leaf node (i.e., a

node that falsely reports that it contains p+), and c be the di�erence in

levels between nf and the least common ancestor nc of np and nf . The
probability �+ for a positive SPE p+ to have error caused by nf is smaller

than 1=[2(2c(m�1))].

As shown in Lemma 1, the error rate decreases exponentially with
respect to d and m. For m = 8, the error rate is less than 1=216(8�1) =
1=2112 � 0 in a 16-level perfect SF-Tree for any p�. Note that in Lemma 2,
for a given c the number of leaf nodes in the subtree rooted at nc is 2

c.
The magnitude of error Æ, which is the di�erence between the selectivity
of nf and np, is at most 2

c�1 because the selectivities of all leaf nodes are
contiguous. Thus, by Lemma 2, errors with large magnitudes are unlikely
to occur since the probability for an error to occur in a positive SPE p+
is less than 1=2((Æ +1)(m�1)) which decreases exponentially with respect
to the magnitude of an error Æ.

Selectivity Retrieval Time To retrieve the selectivity of a positive
SPE p+ from an SF-Tree T , we navigate from the root node of T to a leaf
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SPE (p) �(p)

g1

//@date, //buyer, //invoice, //products, //seller,

//buyer/name, //seller/name, //invoice/@date,

//invoice/buyer, //invoice/seller, //invoice/products,

//invoice/buyer/name, //invoice/seller/name

1

g2 //name 2

g3 //invoice/products/product, //products/product, //product 3

Table 1. The selectivity of all the SPEs that appear in the invoice in Figure 1

g1 g2 g3 g4

g1[g2 g3[g4

(a) a perfect SF-Tree

g2

g3

g3[g4

g2[g3[g4

g4

g1

(b) a Shannon-Fano SF-Tree

Fig. 3. Two SF-Trees for our invoice example.

node through the nodes that contains p+. We need to check m bits in a
signature �le in order to test whether p is contained in a node n. Extra
checkings may be required if false drop occurs since children of false drop
nodes are also checked.

Lemma 3. Let d be the depth of a perfect SF-Tree T . The expected num-

ber t of signature �les to be checked to retrieve the selectivity of a positive

SPE query p+ from T is approximately 2d+ [(2d+ 2)(d + 2)=2m].

By Lemma 3, the expected number of bit positions to be checked de-
pends only on d andm which are independent of the size of the document.
It is time eÆcient to retrieve a selectivity from an SF-Tree especially when
the document is huge. For a negative SPE query p� that is not contained
in the document, we usually only need to check the children of the root
node before knowing that p� is not contained in any nodes in the SF-Tree.
Thus SF-Tree is even more eÆcient for retrieving the selectivity of nega-
tive SPE queries.

Storage Requirement In each node of an SF-Tree, two types of data
are stored: tree pointers and a signature �le. Since the space required by
tree pointers in a tree is well understood, it is more interesting to analyze
the space required to store all the signature �les.
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Lemma 4. Let P be the set of all SPEs in the XML document, N be

the set of all leaf nodes of an SF-Tree T , np 2 N be the leaf node that

contains an SPE p 2 P , jnpj be the number of SPEs contained in np, dnp
be the depth of np in T , and m be the number of bit positions that an SPE

is mapped to. The total space S required by all the signature �les in an

SF-Tree T is (m= ln 2)
P

np2N
jnpjdnp.

By lemma 4, S = (m= ln 2)
P

np2N
jnpjdnp . The space requirement of

an SF-Tree is linearly proportional to m, the number of bit positions that
an SPE is mapped to, and the average weighted depth of the SF-Tree.
Thus if we want to improve the space eÆciency of an SF-Tree, we can
adjust the value of m or the averaged weighted depth of the SF-Tree.

3 Variations of SF-Tree

We focused on perfect SF-Trees in the previous section because their sim-
ple and regular structures is easy to be analyzed. However, the structure
of a perfect SF-Tree may sometimes be too regular that it may not �t the
requirements of some users. Thus we describe various forms of SF-Trees to
provide exibility to �tting di�erent user requirements. A more detailed
discussion about various SF-Trees can be found in [6].

3.1 Shannon-Fano SF-Tree

As shown in Lemma 4, we can reduce the space requirement and improve
the retrieval eÆciency of an SF-Tree by reducing its average weighted
depth. Hu�man tree [7] is an obvious choice to minimize the average
weighted depth of SF-Tree. However, since in a Hu�man tree, groups
with various selectivities may be combined, there is no relationship be-
tween c and the error size. Thus Lemma 2 can only give us a much looser
accuracy guarantee for Hu�man SF-Tree.

To preserve the tight accuracy guarantee, we used a Shannon-Fano [7]
like method to construct our SF-Tree. We �rst sort all the leaf nodes ac-
cording to their selectivities, and recursively divide the nodes into two
sets of similar weights and contiguous selectivities. Figure 3 shows a
Shannon-Fano SF-Tree. Since Shannon-Fano trees have comparable aver-
age weighted depth with Hu�man trees and Shannon-Fano SF-Trees have
a better accuracy guarantee, our experiments are based on Shannon-Fano
SF-Trees instead of Hu�man SF-Trees.
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the original SF−Treea tail cropped SF−Tree a head cropped SF−Tree

Fig. 4. Cropped SF-Trees

3.2 Cropped SF-Tree

Cropping an SF-Tree allows users to sacri�ce accuracy and speed for
space. By removing some layers (usually top or bottom) of an SF-Tree,
the space required by an SF-Tree is reduced but the estimation accuracy
is also reduced. We propose two types of cropped SF-Trees, head-cropped
and tail-cropped SF-Trees. In a head-cropped SF-Tree, the layers of nodes
around the root are removed. Children of the cropped nodes become chil-
dren of the root. In a tail-cropped SF-Tree, the layers of nodes around the
leaves are removed. The new leaves represent a range of selectivities of
their deleted descendant leaves. The accuracy of a tail-cropped SF-Tree
is lowered because we can only �nd a range of selectivities to which an
SPE belongs. Figure 4 shows a head-cropped SF-Tree and a tail-cropped
SF-Tree. The number of head and/or tail levels to be removed depends
on how much selectivity retrieval speed and accuracy we could sacri�ce.
This facilitates exible tradeo�s among space, time and accuracy.

4 Experiments

In this section we present the experimental evaluation on the perfor-
mance of SF-Tree by using Shannon-Fano SF-Tree as an example. We
compared SF-Tree with some previous approaches including path tree,
global-* tree [1], and suÆx trie [14]. We also evaluated the accuracy and
the selectivity retrieval time of SF-Tree under di�erent parameters that
a�ect the space requirement. The parameters include m (the number of
bit positions that an SPE maps to) and h (the number of top levels
cropped). The experiments showed that SF-Tree is accurate and eÆcient
over various ranges of parameters so that it is exible. Due to space lim-
itation, you may refer to [6] for the details of this experiment.

4.1 Experiment Setup

We used two di�erent datasets, XMark and MathML, in our experiments.
The XMark dataset, which models an auction web site, is generated by
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XMark MathML

Number of Elements 206131 42688

Number of Di�. Tags 83 197

Size of Document 11.7MB 1.07MB

Number of Absolute Paths 537 39264

Number of Simple Paths 1912 228874

XMark MathML

Positive
Queries

Number of Queries 2000 2000
Average Query Length 5.94 6.793
Average Selectivity 351 1.04

Negative
Queries

Number of Queries 2000 2000
Average Query Length 3.93 4.046
Average Selectivity 0 0

Table 2. A summary of the properties of the datasets and the query workloads

the XML generator in the XML Benchmark project [13]. The MathML
dataset is generated by the IBM XML Generator [3] using the DTD of
MathML. Table 2 shows a summary of the properties of the two datasets.
We used two query sets in our experiments. The positive query set con-
tains 2000 randomly picked SPEs of the document and the negative query
set contains 2000 random combinations of possible tags. Their properties
are as shown in Table 2. We evaluated the accuracy (absolute and rela-
tive errors), selectivity retrieval time and space requirement of di�erent
Shannon-Fano SF-Trees.

4.2 Comparison with Previous Approaches

We compared the performance of SF-Trees with that of some previous
approaches including path trees, global-* trees and suÆx tries in our ex-
periments. We compared them in terms of accuracy, selectivity retrieval
time and storage requirement. Tables 3 and 4 show the result of this
experiment.

Although we can only retrieve an estimated selectivity from an SF-Tree,
by appropriately selecting m and h the estimates are very close to the
exact values. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, we have no error on the esti-
mated selectivity if m = 8 and h = 3. Even if we set m = 6 to save some
space, the errors in the estimated selectivity is still very low. Thus the
selectivity retrieved from an SF-Tree is very accurate in many parameter
settings.

Global-* tree occupies the least amount of space compared with all
the methods we tested. In our experiments, we asked the global-* tree
to remove around 40% of the nodes in the path tree. We found that the
selectivity estimated by a global-* tree has a relative error of around 200%
on both datasets. It is because a global-* tree do not control the error
induced into the estimated selectivity during its summarization process.
Note that if the XML document is very complex and the selectivity of
the path expressions does not vary a lot (as in the MathML dataset),
SF-Tree can be smaller than a global-* tree.
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Path Tree Global-* Tree SF-Tree SF-Tree SuÆx Trie
(537 nodes) (299 nodes) (m = 8, h = 3) (m = 6, h = 3)

Averaged Abs. Error 0 146.2335 0 0.013 0

Averaged Rel. Errors 0 198% 0 0.025% 0

Storage Requirement 7.5KB 4.2KB 24KB 20.7KB 183KB

Speed up over Path Tree 1 3.98 3.27 3.68 32.28

Table 3. A Comparison of performance for the XMark dataset.

Path Tree Global-* Tree SF-Tree SF-Tree SuÆx Trie
(61545 nodes) (39590 nodes) (m = 8, h = 3) (m = 6, h = 3)

Averaged Abs. Error 0 2.387 0 0.043 0

Averaged Rel. Errors 0 234% 0 4.3% 0

Storage Requirement 862KB 555KB 484KB 365KB 17.2MB

Speed up over Path Tree 1 4.22 2546 2704 5064

Table 4. A Comparison of performance for the MathML dataset.

Our experiments showed that SF-Tree is generally much more eÆcient
than a path tree. Retrieving a selectivity of an SPE from an SF-Tree can
be up to 2,704 times faster than retrieving the required selectivity from
a path tree. While having such a large speed up, SF-Trees do not require
much more space than path trees. Sometimes, an SF-Tree may require
less space than a path tree.

In terms of selectivity retrieval time, suÆx trie gives the best perfor-
mance but it requires a large amount of space. Although SPE selectivity
retrieval is less eÆcient in an SF-Tree than a suÆx trie, an SF-Tree re-
quires 10 to 50 times less space than a suÆx trie. SF-Tree is thus a more
space eÆcient method than suÆx trie to achieve speed up over path trees.

5 Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper we proposed a new data structure called SF-Tree. An
SF-Tree stores the statistics of an XML document using signature �les

and the �les are organized in a tree form so that the selectivities of SPEs
can be retrieved eÆciently. Our analysis shows that an SF-Tree has a
statistical accuracy guarantee on the selectivity retrieved from it and the
error rate decreases exponentially with respect to the error size. Moreover,
SF-Tree provides exible tradeo�s between space, time and accuracy. Our
experiments show that SF-Tree is much more eÆcient than path trees and
much more space eÆcient than suÆx tries.

We are investigating techniques for updating an SF-Tree. The selectiv-
ities of SPEs changes when the XML document is updated. Thus the up-
dated SPE should change from one selectivity group to another. However,
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it is non-trivial since we only stored the summarized group information
in a signature �le.

We are also extending SF-Tree to other applications. Basically, SF-Tree
is a new approach for storing a set of \key-to-value" pairs eÆciently. In
the selectivity estimation problem, we store the mapping between an SPE
and its selectivity in an SF-Tree. Our analysis shows that SF-Tree is espe-
cially eÆcient when the domain of key is large but the domain of values is
relatively small. Hence we can apply SF-Trees to other applications such
as storing multi-dimensional histograms.
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